Aiming at an objective evaluation of second language (L2) learner's Japanese timing control, this study proposes an objective measure to predict a subjective measure of L2 speakers' production given by Japanese native evaluators from the view point of goodness of production. The focus here is on phonemic length contrast, e.g., /kako/ "the past" versus /kakko/ "parentheses" and /kaze/ "wind" versus /kaze:/ "taxation" which is difficult for L2 learners particularly when incorporated with speaking rates. In this present study proposed an objective measure using a vowel onset time marker as a key perceptual and psychoacoustic marker to normalize speaking rate variations. The proposed new measure reflects tempo normalization between L2 learners by dividing the proficiency of mora-timing control in production. The experimental results show that both vowel length contrast and consonant length contrast have a significantly higher correlation with the subjective evaluation score in which the coefficient was stable than using a simple duration difference measure. These results suggest that applying the psychoacoustic parameters would be effective to build up an objective evaluation of L2 learners.
INTRODUCTION
The ultimate aim in the present study is to build up an objective evaluation of second language (L2) learner's Japanese timing control characteristics. To build up an objective evaluation, two aspects must be considered. First, it is necessary to understand the timing control characteristics of L2 learners' speech. Specifically, timing control characteristics affect not only proficiency of speech but also discrimination of the phoneme in Japanese. The focus is on phonemic length contrast, e.g., /kako/ "the past" versus /kakko/ "parentheses" and /kaze/ "wind" versus /kaze:/ "taxation", which is difficult for L2 learners particularly when incorporated with speaking rates. The segmental duration of the phoneme is important to produce properly. However, it is difficult for L2 learners to appropriately control a segmental duration because the timing control is related to numerous factors, e.g., speaking rate, adjacent phoneme, and presentation context. These problems of the production of length contrast of Japanese have been pointed out in numerous studies. Such studies commonly addressed that the L2 learners' production of length contrast of Japanese has a sufficient phoneme duration compared with Japanese native production of length contrast (Han 1992 , Toda 2003 .
Since segment duration changes considerably depending on various contextual factors including speaking rate (Sagisaka and Tohkura, 1984) , the length of a measure cannot be fixed. Japanese native speakers change the segmental duration of singleton and geminate consonants of Japanese depending on the speaking rate (Hirata 2004, Hirata and Whiton, 2005) . Moreover, human auditory perception is particularly sensitive to changes in speaking rate (Kato et al. 2002 (Kato et al. , 2003 . This means that speaking rate is a crucial index for measuring L2 learners' production.
Second, it is also necessary to understand what the Japanese native listeners evaluate when listening to the L2 learners' speech, which is called objective evaluation. Since learner characteristics of timing control have been investigated in terms of the differences in segmental durations (Muto et al. 2003 , Nakamura et al. 2007 , 2009 ), the differences in the segmental duration between native and L2 learners' production may be used as an objective evaluation measure to predict subjective scores given by native listeners. However, Nakamura et al. (2007 Nakamura et al. ( , 2009 and Muto et al. (2003) investigated Japanese speakers' English speech, and these results did not establish whether the mora-timing control factors, e.g., language-dependency in timing control, correspond the development of an objective evaluation of L2 learners' Japanese timing control characteristics. Although the Japanese language independent characteristics existed, the speaking rate is crucial for evaluating the temporal difference. Accordingly, in this paper, as a first step towards an objective evaluation of L2 learners' of Japanese speech, the present study propose an objective measure using a vowel onset time marker as a perceptual and psychoacoustic marker to normalize speaking rate variations. The present study conducted a correlation analysis between the subjective evaluation and the differences in duration or the differences in duration normalized by the vowel onset maker. Chapter 2 introduces a tempo normalization of the vowel onset marker. Chapter 3 explains the experimental data set. Chapter 4 report the analysis of the correlation between the duration difference measurement between Japanese native speech and L2 learners' speech and an objective evaluation of native listeners from the view point of goodness. Chapter 5 draws the conclusion in this paper.
TEMPO NORMALIZATION OF VOWEL ONSET MAKER
The present study proposed an objective measure using the vowel onset maker for a tempo normalization. This maker is based on Kato et al. (2003) who suggested that vowel onset has perceptual and psychoacoustic importance as a temporal marker. By applying the vowel onset interval, Hirata et al. (2012) examined whether vowel onset is a stable temporal marker in the production of word pairs including singleton and geminate consonants of Japanese by Japanese native speakers. The results revealed that the duration of the vowel onset interval relative to word duration including vowel onset is a stable parameter for quantity distinction. The above results suggest that if the vowel onset interval is as perceptually and psychoacoustically important as a temporal marker, it would be also meaningful to reflect the objective evaluation. The present study measured as a vowel onset marker to the vowel onset interval relative to word-end duration (Hereafter, vowel onset marker, Figure 1 ). The vowel onset marker was formulated as follows. To be based on the vowel onset marker, the present study examines the effectiveness of the vowel onset marker adapted as a following way. a) Differences in Total Duration (DTD): This factor did not consider the vowel onset interval. b) Differences in Total Duration normalized by vowel onset marker (DTD-V): This factor adapted the vowel onset on the all word duration. It has not been investigated which part of phoneme duration is crucial influencing the subjective evaluation, as a first step, the present study measure the differences in total duration. If the vowel onset marker is effective, b) is higher correlation than a). The formulations are as follows.
where i indicates the i-th segmental duration J indicates the Japanese speakers' segmental duration, and K indicates the Korean speakers' segmental duration of test words.
where Vonset indicates the obtained measurement of the vowel onset marker. Vonset J indicates the vowel onset marker of Japanese native speakers. Vonset K indicates the vowel onset marker of Korean native speakers. Second, the present study compared between the phoneme duration directly and the phoneme normalized by the vowel onset marker. Han (1992) and Toda (2003) addressed that the L2 speakers' speech has not sufficient phoneme duration. Accordingly, the present study investigated. c) Differences in phoneme duration (DPD): This factor calculated the differences of phoneme duration of phonemic length contrast directly, and d) Differences in phoneme duration normalized by vowel onset marker (DPD-V): This factor indicates weighted by vowel onset marker. If the vowel onset marker is effective, d) is higher correlation than c). The formulations are as follows.
where i indicates the phonemic length contrast vowel or consonants of Japanese.
where i indicates the phonemic length contrast vowel or consonants of Japanese. Vonset J indicates the vowel onset marker of Japanese native speakers. Vonset K indicates the vowel onset marker of Korean native speakers.
Last, the present study compares the vowel onset marker between the Japanese native production and the L2 learners' production. e) Differences in vowel onset marker (D-V): This factor uses only a vowel onset marker. Hirata and Lin (2012) showed the high distinction rate using the vowel onset interval relative to word duration regardless the type of singleton and geminate consonant. This mean suppose that it is possible that only using the comparison the differences in vowel onset marker between Japanese and L2 learners' speech.
where Vonset J indicates the vowel onset marker as Japanese native speakers. Vonset K indicates the vowel onset marker of Korean native speakers.
DATASET

Speech Data of Non-native Speakers
All test words consisted of 30 real-words pairs in isolation. Among these, 15 pairs contrasted in vowel length, and the other 15 pairs contrasted in consonant length. All word pairs were selected from a Japanese lexical database to assure reasonably high frequency of use (Amano and Kondo, 2000) . Thirty three Korean native speakers who have been learning Japanese language produced the all test words, the test words presented in random order. The recording was conducted at a soundproof booth at Waseda University, and was later saved as audio files at 48.1 Hz sampling frequency and 16-bit resolution.
Subjective evaluation by Japanese native listeners
Five native Japanese listeners' evaluated non-native listeners' speech. All participants were Japanese language teachers for L2 Japanese learners. All stimuli were provided to the Japanese native evaluators via a laptop computer. The evaluators listened to the stimuli through headphones at a comfortable listening level. A 5-point scale indicated the level of production of a stimulus; "1" (very poor) to "5" (very good). Since the aims were measuring correlations between duration differences and a subjective score of goodness, the present study chose the speech samples the included different types of contrast (long vowel and geminate consonants) and within-word position of long vowels (initial and final) (APPENDIX). Finally, the present study selected 537 speech samples for our analysis. The obtained the evaluation data were transformed through the Z-score transform, which is used to compare the means from different normally distributed sets of data. After that, all scores were summed, and the resulting value was used to as a representative value of the evaluation. Hereafter, this value is referred to as a subjective evaluation.
Phone Labeling and Measuring of the Duration Difference
Obtained the speech data that produced by Korean native speakers conducted phone labeling. Phone segments were conducted manually by researcher who has significant knowledge of Japanese phonetic. After then, each Japanese native's duration was subtracted from each non-native speaker's one. The present study, as timing control factors, were calculated as following values, a) Differences in total duration between native and non-native speakers, b) Differences in total duration between native and non-native speakers normalized by vowel onset marker, c) Differences in phoneme duration between native and non-native speakers, d) Differences in phoneme duration between native and non-native speakers normalized by vowel onset marker, e) Differences in vowel onset marker between native and non-native speakers.
CORRELATION ANALYSIS
From obtained results, the following correlation characteristics are compared. a) Differences in total duration: The differences in total duration between native and non-native listeners are calculated. The obtained values are calculated with the correlation between the differences in total duration and subjective evaluation scores. The mean coefficients indicated negative correlations at all type of length contrast (Table 1 ). This correlation means that the differences of total duration are one of the factors as an evaluation of goodness of non-native speakers. Within-word Table 1 , differences in total duration normalized by vowel onset markers. These values also indicated that all types of length contrast have negative correlation between the evaluation score. To compare the DTD, there are slightly higher negative correlations. c) Differences in phoneme duration: overall performance shows that it is not good correlation. Specially, geminate consonant did not remarkable correlation with the subjective evaluation. These results suggest that to compare with the differences in phoneme duration between native and non-native speakers did not contribute to goodness of production of non-native speakers. d) Differences in phoneme normalized by vowel onset marker: This factor has the differences in phoneme normalized by vowel onset markers. The mean coefficients show that the long vowel at the initial positions and the geminate consonant rise toward negative. Even though the correlation were improved, DPD-V still have not enough the factor as a subjective evaluation. e) Differences in vowel onset marker: This factor calculated only differences in vowel onset marker between native and non-native speakers. The mean of correlation coefficient revealed that this factor has a stable negative correlation. Regardless of the type of length contrast, and within-word position, the mean correlation coefficient has stable rather than other factors. This result suggests that the vowel onset marker would contribute the subjective evaluation, and it is the useful factor to measure the normalization of timing control difference.
CONCLUSION
This study proposed an objective measure to simulate a subjective measure of L2 speakers' production given by Japanese native evaluators from the view point of goodness of production with aim of developing an objective evaluation of L2 learner's Japanese timing control characteristics. The proposed objective measure uses the vowel onset maker for tempo normalization. Hirata et al. (2012) examined that the vowel onset interval relative to word duration including vowel onset is a stable parameter for quantity distinction. Accordingly, the present study predicted that if the vowel onset interval provides a stable parameter to distinguish between single and geminate stop consonants, it would also be good correlation between the subjective evaluation and non-native speakers' Japanese length contrast phoneme. The results revealed that even though there are large variables of correlation depending on the types of phoneme and within-word position, there are negative correlations between the subjective evaluation and the differences in duration normalized by the vowel onset marker. One finding was that the differences in the vowel onset marker between Japanese native and L2 speakers was the most stable factor compared with the other tempo normalization factors. This result suggests that the vowel onset marker hardly affects the differences in within-word position. Namely, the vowel onset marker may be a useful factor for normalizing the tempo for L2 speakers' production as well.
However, there is still not enough high correlation to develop an objective evaluation model. The reason for variable correlation depending on test word presumed as follows. One possible explanation is that the non-native speakers' speech characteristics include not only the temporal differences compared with native speakers but also other factors, e.g., accent or quality of voice. Another possible explanation is that native speakers have ambiguous criteria from the view point of goodness of production. It is necessary for native evaluators to instruct more concretely. Last, related to objective modeling, Muto et al. (2003) suggested modeling using perceptual weighted parameters. To establish an objective model of Japanese L2 learners, it is necessary to consider not only the language dependent factor reflecting the mora-timing control but also the perceptual weighted parameters. For future works plan to investigate including the language-specific factors and perceptual weighted parameters.
